Lesson 2 – Initial Preparations
Select fabrics for exercises
I have designed the QuikPrep Appliqué Sampler just for you as you begin your
appliqué journey. Each block in this little quilt will
teach you one of the elements of appliqué.

The

pattern is in a separate PDF file. Print it out at this
time.
•

Block 1: Outer curves

•

Block 2: Inner curves

•

Block 3: Outer points

•

Block 4: Inner points
These four blocks cover the four elements of appliqué. You can complete the

four blocks as a small wall quilt, a table runner or potholders. The instructions are for a
wall hanging. I strongly urge you to complete each of the blocks. By completing each
exercise you will begin the process of making QuikPrep Appliqué your own.
Part of your success will be dependent upon your using the proper thread. Neutral
100 wt. silk is available at most quilt shops. You may be tempted to use non-silk or other
thread that you have on hand. Remember your goal – to do lovely hand appliqué quickly.
If you choose not to use 100% silk thread, please be sure that the thread you use is
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very fine. It shouldn’t be heavier than 60 wt. 100 wt. is preferable.
Next we need to select fabric for the QuikPrep Appliqué Sampler quilt. You may
either make it from scraps or you may purchase the necessary fabric. The backgrounds
for the appliqué blocks do not need to be of the same fabric. The materials list is in the
PDF file with the patterns.
These lessons are designed so that you will read each of the sections before
beginning the exercise for that section. After reading through the whole section, you will
return to the beginning and do the exercise for that section. As you work on each
exercise, you will be able to reference the section just read as necessary to complete that
exercise.

Pre-wash all fabrics
Pre-wash all 100% cotton fabric to remove the sizing and excess dye. This
includes the background fabric as well as the appliqué fabric. I’m often asked if it is
really necessary to wash the background fabric as we won’t be turning under any of it’s
edges for appliqué. Yes, it is important. If the background is not pre-washed and all of
the appliqué fabrics are pre-washed, the first time the finished quilt is washed the
background fabric may shrink and the appliqué fabric won’t because it was already prewashed. This could cause un-slightly puckering of the background fabric. It is best to
treat the background fabric and the appliqué fabric the same so they behave the same
when first washed.
Wash large yardages of like colors of 100% cotton fabric in your washing
machine. Always throw a color catcher or dye magnet in with the fabric. The color
catcher will draw any excess dye to it. Use a gentle cycle and hot water.
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Soap is optional. Personally I don’t use it unless the fabric is soiled. Fabric
softener is also optional. Once again, I don’t choose to use it.
After washing, the fabric, it goes into the dryer. Dryer sheets are also optional.
The whole idea of pre-washing the fabric is to remove all chemicals and dyes.
I try to catch the fabric before it is completely dry. I then finish the drying
process with my iron. Set the iron to the ‘cotton’ setting. If you aren’t able to catch the
fabric before it is completely dry and if it has set and has wrinkles, you may need to
sprinkle your fabric with water or use a steam iron to remove any wrinkles.
Soak small quantities of fabric such as individual fat quarters in a sink or dishpan.
Use hot water. Allow the fabric to soak in the water for at least 10 minutes to allow time
for the excess dye to release from the fabric. Rinse under warm water until the water
runs clear. Place fabric in a soft, terry towel. Roll up and gently squeeze to remove any
excess moisture. Hang fabric over a towel rod to dry. Once again, try to catch it before it
is completely dry. With the iron set to ‘cotton’, iron out any remaining wrinkles.

Exercise: Pre-wash the fabrics you have selected for your QuikPrep Appliqué
Sampler quilt. After the fabric has dried and has been ironed, cut 4 – 7 1/2” squares
from your background scraps.

Review pattern
Using a critical eye, review your pattern. Are there words on the pattern? Does it
need to “face” in one particular direction? If you answer “yes” to either of these
questions, your pattern will need to be reversed. The vast majority of patterns will look
good either way. If there are words or directional pattern pieces, we will have to reverse
the pattern. If we don’t the words on the finished block will be backwards. Most of my
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patterns are already reversed and are ready

Top Tip

for QuikPrep Appliqué. The exceptions are
a few of my earliest patterns.

If your pattern is printed on paper that
is blank on the reverse side, you can see how

If you determine that the pattern

the finished block will look by holding the

needs to be reversed, now is the time to do

pattern up to the light or by placing it on a

it. If there are no lines or words on the

light box with the blank side towards you.

back side of the pattern, simply lay the
Top Tip

pattern on a light source, printed pattern face

Reverse a pattern quickly

down, blank side face up. You will see the pattern

by placing it over a light source,

in reverse as the light shines through the paper. If

printed side down. Trace the

the pattern lines are very dark and your

pattern using a black marking pen

background fabric very light, you may be able to

onto the blank side (back side) of

trace the pattern onto the background fabric at this

the pattern.

point.
If you are not able to see the pattern lines

through the background fabric to trace them, use a black marking pen to trace over the
lines on the blank side of the pattern paper.

Trace pattern
Pin your background fabric to your pattern to

SAMPLER-BLOCK 1

2

prevent slippage. The WRONG side of the background

2
4

fabric will be up. Use any registration marks on the
pattern to guarantee that your pattern is on the straight of
the grain. Place the pattern and background fabric on a

1

3

2
1

2
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Trace the pattern onto the wrong side of the background fabric using a #2 lead
pencil. Press firmly on the pencil. There are two important points to remember when
tracing your pattern.
1. Make your traced lines smooth. This line will become the edge of your appliqué.
It is the turn under line, the stitching line. Jagged tracing line will result in jagged
appliqué edges.
2. Press the pencil firmly as you do the tracing. Pencil lines will wear off over time
as you handle your block. It is very difficult to place the pattern back on a light
source to re-draw the lines. There will be patches that have already been
appliqued that will block our view. It is best to press firmly the first time.

Top Tip
Press your fingers firmly against your background
fabric/pattern as you are tracing. Keep the line to be traced
between your first two fingers.
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Exercise: All blocks in the QuikPrep Appliqué Sampler have been reversed and are
ready to trace.
1. Place your pattern for block 1on your light source.
2. Select one of your 7 1/2” background squares
3. Place the right side of your background square against the paper pattern. The
wrong side of your fabric will be up. Use any registration marks to help place the
fabric on the straight of grain.
4. Pin fabric to paper pattern to prevent slippage.
5. Trace the pattern on to the wrong side of the background fabric with a #2 pencil.
Be sure to trace the embroidery lines, We will learn how to add embroidery in a
future lesson.

Number pattern patches
For beginners I recommend that you study the paper pattern and number the
appliqué patches. Some patterns will already be numbered. If your pattern isn’t
numbered, look for the bottom-most patch. There are actually two types of patches that
fit this category.
1. Stand alone patches. That is patches that don’t
1

1

1

have another patch over a portion of their shape.
1
1

2. Patches that have another patch over a portion of
their shape BUT aren’t themselves over another

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

Figure 2_1

patch.
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The patches numbered ‘1’ in the Figure 2_1 all meet the requirements for a
bottom-most patch. The stand-alone leaves can be stitched at any time. They don’t
have another patch on top of them.
The flower centers and stems are not on top of other patches but they do have
other patches on top of them. They qualify as a bottom-most patch. They must be
stitched first, before the flower petals can be placed and stitched.
The patches numbered “2” in Figure 2_2 will be
2

2

stitched next. The flower petals are on top of the
flower center but underneath the final second petal.

2

The circle in the center is on top of the stems. There

2

2

are no patches on top of it.
Figure 2_2

Finally, the top most patches are numbered “3”.
3

These patches are all on top of another patch but there

3

are no patches on top of them.
3

3

Figure 2_3

1

2 3

1
1
3
1 2

2 1

1

1
1

1

2
1

1

1

Now look at the first block in your sampler.

3

1

1

Number the patches. You will number from 1

1

through 4.

3

2
1

Figure 2_4
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Exercise: Number the patches for the
1

QuikPrep Appliqué Sampler Block 1. Figure
2_5 shows the proper numbering for this
block. Note: Leaf 3 will lay over leaf 2. The

1

1
2
1

center 2 lays over all the petals 1. If desired,
transfer the numbers to the wrong side of

3
Pattern has been
reversed. It is ready to
trace for back basting.

your background fabric.

2

Wrong side
of fabric.

Figure 2_5

transfe
How do I decide whether or not to transfer the numbers to the background fabric?
For me, it usually depends on the complexity of the pattern. I don’t bother to mark the
background fabric with numbers for simple designs. The more complex the design the
more apt I am to number the background tracing. Experienced appliquérs will not need
to do any pre-numbering.

Pin Method of Placement
That’s it. Our background has been prepared. We haven’t made any freezer paper
templates or Mylar® templates or overlays. We haven’t turned any appliqué edges with
spray starch and an iron. We haven’t used any chemical markers on our appliqué fabric.
We haven’t marked the right side of our appliqué patches. That puts the “Quik” into
“QuikPrep Applique”. We are now ready to place our first patch.
Determining the placement of our appliqué fabric is fast and easy in QuikPrep
Appliqué. We actually have two simple methods.
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For the first, we place the appliqué fabric in the general location of the patch on the
right side of the background fabric. Be sure the wrong side of the appliqué fabric is
against the right side of the background fabric. Hold this unit up to the light. Readjust
the appliqué fabric as necessary to assure that there is at least a 1/4” seam allowance all
around the patch. Pin the appliqué fabric to the background fabric on the right side.
We don’t always have a light source handy when we are appliqueing. Good
examples of this include appliquéing in the evening while watching TV or appliquéing in
the doctor’s office or at a basketball game.
The Pin Method of Placement works well in these situations. In fact, this method
has become my favorite method and I use it almost exclusively. Let’s go over the steps
necessary to do the Pin Method of Placement.
Summary of the Pin Method of Placement
1. On the wrong side of your background fabric, place pins directly on the traced
pencil lines.
2. On the front side place your appliqué fabric over the pins.
3. Gently pull back the edges of your appliqué fabric, checking to be sure there
is a full 1/4” seam allowance beyond the pins.
4. When the appliqué fabric is properly placed, pin it on the front to the
background fabric.
5. Return to the back side of your background fabric. Remove the placement
pins. You are now ready to begin your QuikPrep Stitching.
Now let’s look at each step in more detail.

Wrong side

Step 1: Place pins on the wrong side of the
background fabric directly on the pencil line. It is not
necessary to place pins over every inch of the patch.
Figure 2_6
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Instead, place pins at the widest (outer most) points of the patch. In Figure 2_6, the leaf
slides under two petals. Pins have been placed at the outer most edge on each side of the
leaf.
Right side

Step 2: Now flip to the right side. We see a small
portion of our pins as in Figure 2_7.

Figure 2_7

Step 3: Place the appliqué fabric over the patch.
Pull back the edges of the appliqué fabric to be sure
there is at least 1/4” for seam allowance all the way
around the patch. (Figure 2_8)

Right side

Figure 2_8

(Right side)

Step 4: Pin the appliqué fabric to the background
fabric on the right-side of the project. (Figure 2_9) By
pinning on the right-side, your QuikPrep thread, used on
the backside of the background fabric in the next step, will
Figure 2_9

not wrap around the pins.

Step 5: Return to the back side of your background fabric. Remove the placement pins.
You are now ready to begin your QuikPrep Stitching. (Figure 2_10)
Top Tip
Quickly check placement of appliqué by holding it up to a light.
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Exercise: Select an appliqué fabric for one of the #1 leaves on your “QuikPrep
Appliqué Sampler” Block 1. Following the Pin Method of Placement, position the
appliqué fabric on the right-side of your background fabric. Check the placement by
pulling back the edges. Adjust as necessary. Pin the appliqué fabric to the background
fabric on the right-side of the appliqué fabric.
The following photos show what your project will look like. Your fabric will be
different but the steps will be the same.

Pins on pencil line on back.

Place fabric on front. Check placement.

Pins show placement on front.

Pin appliqué fabric in place on front.
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